Abstract:

Introduction: The medical dispatching call service made by croatian nurses is crucial in its significance and responsibility in taking and receiving calls, setting priorities and allocating resources. The best indicators of the quality of its effect are the changes in call response time, reception time, delay time - which is defined as time between receiving a call and intervention emergency team arrival to the patient, and protocol compliance. The introduction of the new Croatian Emergency Call Reception Index protocol, which is modified from the Norwegian Index of medical Emergencies, resulted in a new model of aiding criteria-based decisions. We examined the efficiency of the dispatching service which is based on Croatian Emergency Call Reception Index protocol.

Methods: We performed retrospective analysis of one year period and compared results according to criteria given by the Norwegian index, between index and control group. All the included participants had NACA Severity of Injury or Illness Index score 5-7. There were no significant differences between the participants in both groups based on the subjects’ age and gender. We included 40 participants [20 indexes and 20 control group].

Results: Average call reception and reaction time as well as elapsed time, defined as a time between receiving a call and intervention emergency team arrival to the patient, were significantly shorter in the index group, where the call reception and reaction time were 111 seconds, compared to 180 seconds in the control group. Average elapsed time between receiving a call and the intervention team’s arrival to the patient was 11.3 minutes for the index group, and it was 15.5 minutes for the control group. Average time elapsed between receiving a call and the patient’s admission to the emergency department was 32 minutes for the index group and 52 minutes for the control group.

Discussion: Seeing as the dispatching service is dynamic, demanding and highly responsible, it is subject to constant monitoring of quality indicators. The implementation of the Croatian Emergency Call Reception Index significantly improved the management of Emergency Medical service.
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Background

The Norwegian emergency medical service [EMS] system intends to provide help, regardless of time and place by a uniform alert and response system. It is internationally recognized that criteria based dispatch [CBD] are useful tool in this effort, [1 2] and have therefore been adopted and implemented in many countries [3–5].

The Norwegian Index of Emergency Medical Dispatching [NIEMD] is a further development of CBD first developed in Seattle and King county. [6] The Index is a decision tool to secure an appropriate response to a medical emergency. It is based on clinical signs, symptoms or events, not diagnosis, presented in 40 categories such as unconsciousness, fever and chest pain, with subgroups of criteria for various responses. According to the Index, each call is classified either as: “acute”, with the highest priority; “urgent”, with a high, but lower priority; or “not urgent”, with the lowest priority. With “acute” calls, both ambulances and the general practitioner [GP] on call should be alerted. In addition, the emergency practitioner [EP] manned EMS is alerted if the emergency medical dispatch centre [EMDC] operator believes there is a chance for an improved outcome based on the expertise of the EP, or on the time element for longer transports.

In Croatia, patients which have needs of emergency medical assistance are recommended to come in contact with the emergency health care system by calling the health specific national three digits emergency numbers to an emergency medical dispatch centre. Considering the complexity of the working processes of medical dispatching services, it is essential to determine how certain changes influence the
services’ quality level. The best indicators of level of quality are significant changes in response time, call reception time, reaction time, access time and protocol compliance. Protocol compliance is an indicator of quality used to determine a dispatching service’s consistency in following the regulations of a particular protocol. The Croatian Emergency Call Reception Index (CECRI) for Medical Reporting Units (MRU) is a novelty in this regard. The guidelines of this CECRI include numerous dispatching events and offer a model of criteria-based decision-making. Dispatchers are enabled to assign priorities to each incoming emergency medical call [2-4], as well as in Norwegian model [7, 8].

Due to the policy of free access and the openness of the NIEMD we created modification called CECRI and implemented it in practice.

To investigate the efficiency of CECRI, we created the so-called “Start Algorithm”, which is the initial questionnaire which represents the guideline for medical service’s dispatcher for and is a tool for the assessing the presence of dispatching criteria [5].

The CECRI could be the useful tool as a basis for establishing common terminology and the general service qualities of medical dispatch units and medical emergency services in Croatia. The CECRI includes the following basic quality indicators: Response Time; Call Reception Time; Reaction Time; Access Time, and Protocol Compliance. The CECRI itself contains systemized questions which aid the assessment of priority and support to be given to each incoming emergency medical call and aids dispatchers the opportunities in achieving higher standards of quality. This paper compares the quality levels of medical dispatch services when managing unconscious patients according to NACA scale levels 5-7, with and without implementation of CECRI [9, 10].

Methods

The research was conducted during one year period, from January 1st to December 31st 2012, at the Emergency Medical Centre [EMC] Velika Gorica, Croatia. In research we included 40 patients [29 males; 11 females].

All the included participants had NACA Severity of Injury or Illness Index score 5-7 [patients with injuries/diseases with acute threat to life or worse]. The patients were classified into two groups. In the first group [index group; 20 patients] calls for assistance by the EP were managed by the dispatch centre who acted according to the CECRI, and each call was classified as: “acute”, with highest priority included in the study. Other patients, whose calls were classified as “urgent”, with high, but lower priority; or “not urgent” with lowest priority, were excluded from the study. To avoid possible bias, all the patients which were included in the control group [N 20] had the same NACA Severity of Injury or Illness Index score. In the control group of patients, dispatcher was acted without usage of CECRI. The data of patient’s on the control group were collected retrospectively and compared to the data of index group, while they were treated during the same time period in 2011, when the CECRI was not implemented. Testing was conducted on the basis of an analysis of the quality standards attained in the medical dispatch service, namely the standards of call reception and reaction time as the most significant for the dispatch service. Medical documentation [time registering protocols] of the dispatch centre of Emergency Medical Centre served as the source data. Patients were classified according to gender. Moreover, the town population of Velika Gorica has 31,341 inhabitants, while the municipality has a population of 63,511 inhabitants and the centre of an area covering 552 square kilometers (213 square miles). For the purposes of defining the level of quality of CECRI we observed three parameters: call reception and reaction times, the time elapsed between receiving a call and the intervention team’s arrival and the time elapsed between receiving a call and the patient’s admission to the hospital emergency department.

We used descriptive statistics. The data represented differences between groups, which were tested with usage of a Student’s t-test. The x² test was used to compare categorical data level of significance [p<0.05]. was collected and entered into a software, and analyzed by SPSS [version 20,0; SPSS Inc., IL, USA].

Results

The average age of included participants was 58, 5 [range 55 -62]. The subjects were predominantly male in both groups. There were 29 males (73%) and 11 females (27%) in both groups. There were no significant differences between the participants in both groups based on the subjects’ age and gender [Table 1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE [1] Baseline characteristics of study groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CECRI group (n=20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results are presented as n (%) or mean ±SD [median; range]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call reception and reaction times were significantly shorter in the index group and it was 111 seconds as compared to 180 seconds in the control group. This difference was statistically significant [p<0.05]. The average elapsed time in the index group was 11.3 minutes, and it was 15.5 minutes in the control group. The difference was not statistically significant [p=0.10]. The average time elapsed between receiving a call and the patient’s admission to the emergency department was 32 minutes for the index group and 52 minutes for the control group. A statistically significant difference [p=0.003] was observed as depicted at table [Table 2].

Discussion

The included participants were predominantly male middle-aged patients with cardiovascular symptoms and without appropriate medical care, which were not prone to regular visits to their general practitioner [GP] [12].
The reason why participants were predominantly males is in accordance with the significant eg. scientific results published: females are better protected from cardiovascular events by the protective effects of sex hormones. When monitoring the time between a receiving call to the dispatch centre and setting the emergency team in motion, there was a statistically significant difference between the groups, and this period of time was 70 seconds shorter when the CECRI was used. Aforementioned time is in accordance with the applicable guidelines [12, 13] which point to the necessity of remedial and corrective measures in case that this time period is longer than 120 seconds [3, 13]. The aforementioned time surpassed the standardized framework, which justifies the use of the CECRI in managing the incoming calls to Croatian dispatch centers.

The time elapsed between receiving a call and the intervention team’s arrival was 11.3 [10;3-30] minutes in the CECRI group compared to 15.5 [14.5;3-37] minutes in the Control group. This time period is longer than 120 seconds [3, 13]. The aforesaid reaction times 1.85 [1;1-5] vs 3 [3;2-5] minutes approached the standardized framework, listed as 45 minutes for urban and 60 minutes for rural areas). Mortality rate was high, but does not differ from the results presented in recent literature [11, 12, 13]. Patients who were unconscious and not breathing at the time of the dispatch unit’s being alarmed did not survive, whilst the patients who were unconscious but breathing survived until their admission to the ED [95% of cases].

The represented data supports the usage of the CECRI. The factor of laymen’s “callers” competence in aiding their neighbor and administering basic life support, as well as determining the gravity of their ailments, will remain out of reach of the corrective influence of the medical system and the emergency medicine departments’ dispatch units for a long time to come, and represents the limitation of the study, but could be a start point for future investigations.

The intention of the reorganizing emergency medical service in Croatia was to build a service based on equity and equality, independent of the location of the emergency scene. The EMs and medical staff in emergency reception call centre are basic to implementation the new procedures at Emergency Medical Centers. This seems to be the fact for rural areas, as well as the city of Velika Gorica. There seems to be logical reason for a different organization and function of the Future organization, on which the EMC has to reflect, preventing unplanned and unwanted autonomously emerging EMS systems.

### Table 2: Factors of the dispatch service quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CECRI group (n=20)</th>
<th>Control group (n=20)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call reception and reaction times</td>
<td>1,85 [1;1-5]</td>
<td>3 [3;2-5]</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The time elapsed between receiving a call and the intervention team’s arrival</td>
<td>11.3 [10;3-30]</td>
<td>15.5 [14.5;3-37]</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The time elapsed between receiving a call and the patient’s admission to the Hospital emergency department</td>
<td>32 [39.5;12-60]</td>
<td>52 [55.5;18-90]</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results are presented (in minutes) as mean period of time [median; range]
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